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ABSTRACT 
An estimate due to Gaier [2] for the error committed in replacing a periodic function f by an inter- 
pblating trigonometric polynomial is sharpened in such a way that the estimate makes evident he 
interpolating property of the polynomial. A similar improvement is given for Gaier's estimate of 
the difference between the conjugate of f and the conjugate trigonometric polynomial. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f be the sum of an absolutely convergent trigonomet- 
ric series of period 1, 
f(r) = ~ c k e 21rikr, (1) 
let n t> 1 be an integer, and let t be the uniquely deter- 
mined symmetric trigonometric interpolating polynomial 
of degree m : = [n/2] that interpolates f at the points 
: = j/n, j E Z. As is well known, 
m e2zrik rt(r)= Z" e. k (2) 
k=-m 
where 
n-1 e2zrik ~ 1 f( j) = 
e k := nj_=£O . £=--~ Ck+£n, -(3) 
and where I~" indicates that for even n the terms where 
1 . Many problems in k = + m are to be multiplied by 
applied mathematics require the numerical determina- 
tion of the conjugate periodic function of f, 
OO 
f* (r) : = -i 2; OkCk e2zrikr (47 
k=-oo  
(o k : = sign k), and it is an established numerical tech- 
nique (see [1]) to approximate f* by the conjugate func- 
tion of t, 
m Ck e2~rikr t * ( r )=- i  Z" o (5) 
k=-m k 
Gaier [2] considered the problem of estimating the 
errors If(r) - t (r) l and If* (r) - t* (r) l by quantifies that 
do not as usual depend on bounds for the derivatives of 
f, but soldy on the moduli of the coefficients c k. Lett- 
ing, for £ = 1, 2 ..... 
m 
C£ :=k_~/m (Ic£n+kl + Ic_£n+kl ) 
he finds that for all real r 
If(r) - t (r)l ~ 2 £'~1 C£, (6) 
If* (r) - t* (r)l <~ 2 £~1 C£. (77 
The result (6), while elegant, does not reflect he fact 
that at r = ~ the interpolating error is actually zero. It 
is the purpose of this note to present an improved ver- 
sion of (6) which renders explicit he!interpohting 
property of t. The same technique will yield a corres- 
ponding improvement of (77 .
2. THE RESULT 
For £ = 1, 2 . . . . .  let 
c£0 := Ic_gnl +lc£nh 
m 
C£1 := k=~l (Ic£n+kl.+lc-£n-kl)' 
m 
C£2 := k~=l (Ic£n-kl + IC_£n+kl), 
so that C£ = C£0 + C£1 4. C£2. We then have the follow- 
ing 
Theorem 
For all real r, 
oo  
If(r)-t(r)l< 2 ~ C£1sin(£n,rr)l, 
£=1 
(8) 
If* (r) - t* (r)l 
oo 
< E (CRo + 2c~1 Isin(9.n~rr)l + 2c22 [cos (9.n;rT)l). (9) 
~=i 
The bound (8) vanishes at all interpolating points 5; 
Gaier's bound (6) is obtained by replacing the sines by 
1. The bound (9) vanishes at the interpolating points 
if f is such that C£0 = C£2 = 0 for all £, i.e. if 
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Ck=C_k=0 i l k>0,  k=m,m+l  ..... nmodn. 
The bound (9) vanishes at the points halfway between 
the interpolating points ff k is such that C£0 = C£1 = 0 
for all £, i.e. if 
Ck = C_k = 0 i f k>0,  k= 0,1 ..... m mod n. 
Thus in either of the two cases mentioned it is possible 
to identify a set of n points in the period interval where 
the approximation f f* by t* is exact. In view of 
A Isinal + Blcosal ~x/Ax/~B 2 , 
we obtain from (9) the uniform bound 
If* (r) +t* (r)' ~< £~1 (C£0 +2, /C~1 + C{2 ) 
which is slightly superior to (7). 
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3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
The technique is as in [2], with d,e difference that we 
postpone passing to absolute values. Let z : -- e 2~ri¢. 
We have 
m L f(r)= £" z k z ltn 
k=-m £ C£n + k 
and hence in view of (2) and (3) 
m zk co C£n+k(z£n- f(r)-t (¢) = ~" ~ 1) 
k =-m £=-co 
= (z n-1) z k 
£=_co k=_m c£ n+k • 
The result (8) follows in view of 
Iz +~n- 11 = 21sin (£nlrr)l. 
To prove (9), note that O£n+k = o£ (£ 4= 0). Thus 
m zk C£n + k (Ok - o£ z £n) f* (r)- t* (7) = i Z '  
k =-m ~:P0 
~,  co 
=-iff+~=O~ C£n-i k=l zk£~lcl~n+k(z£n- 1) 
- i  ~ 'z  k =~ c ~+k(z4n+l )  
k=l £ 1 - 
m ~ C£n_k (z~ n +i  Z" z -k + 1) 
k=l £ 1 
m co c-ltn-k (z_£ n -  + i  E 'z  -k E I). 
k=l £=1 
The result (9) now follows on interchanging summa- 
tions by virtue of 
[z+£n+ 11 = 21cos(£nlrr)l. 
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